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It is a broad-based course, covering not only probability, distributions, estimation, hypothesistesting, regression, correlation and analysis of variance, but also non-parametric methods, quality control and some simple operations research, especially simulation. No suitable book of tables seemed to exist for use with this course. Applied Statistics courses and to include topics which cannot otherwise be covered very meaningfully except with practice and use of some such convenient set of tables.
In preparing the majority of the tables, and have thus been able to extend several beyond what has normally been previously available and have also attempted some kind of consistency in such things as the choice of quantiles (or percentage points) given for the various distributions. Complete consistency throughout has unfortunately seemed unattainable because of the differing uses to which the various tables can be put. Two particular conventions should be mentioned. If, in addition to providing critical values, a table can be used for forming confidence intervals (such as tables of normal, t, &#967;2 and F distributions), then quantiles q are indicated, i.e. the solutions of F(x)=q, where F ( ) represents the cumulative distribution function of the statistic being tabulated, and x the tabulated values. If a table is normally used only for finding critical values (such as tables for non-parametric tests, correlation coefficients, and the von Neumann and DurbinWatson statistics), then significance levels are quoted which apply to two-sided or general alternatives. To make clear which of the two conventions is relevant, quantiles are referred to in decimal format (0·025, 0·99, etc.) whereas significance levels are given as percentages (5%, 1%, etc.).
